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Address Editorial Office of Glass Art 
Dongli A-l#, Guanzhuang 
Chaoyang District 
Beijing PC: 100024

Country China (People´s Republic)

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
The Art of Glass is a bimonthly and full-color periodical which began to publish in 2003, 20000 copies usually be published in each issue, and all with
English-Chinese Version, 5000 copies of them are exported to abroad, it is also a Journal of the China industrial art society, china glass art committee.
Our targeted customers are mainly Colleges, the architectural design & decoration corporations, and libraries both from home and abroad, glass artists
and experts, glass art manufactures, sellers of craftwork & gift, and the booksellers from home and abroad. The periodical Art of Glass is Art of the
glass is the second one in the world. It is also the unique Academic periodical in China, the key periodical in China learns scientifically.
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